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On Board the CUNARD R.M.S. "AQUITANIA"

(Longhand)

May 12th

Dear Grace -

Grand trip - smooth enough even for McDuffie!

No reporters & no phones - grand rest - good food & "fixins".

Will you mail these out for me? - My best to your Mother & Paula

As ever

F.D.R.
On Board the CUNARD
R.M.S. "AQUITANIA"

(Longhand)

May 12th

Dear Grace -

Grand trip - smooth enough even for McDuffie!
No reporters & no phones - grand rest - good food & "fixins".

Will you mail these out for me? - My best to
your Mother & Paula

As ever

F.D.R.
Monday -
July 23rd
U.S.S. HOUSTON
600 miles E. of Hawaii

(Longhand)

Dear Grace -

You are a precious pair! Your first cable said "Returning on Leviathan the tenth" - I got it the morning of July 10th & assumed of course that you meant arriving N.Y. on Aug. 10 - which is the day I get back!

Well, anyway, it’s grand to know you are safely back & in the bosom of your family!

It’s been a grand cruise & I’m full of health - nothing in the way of news - especially as we have been 12 days at sea. We are due in Portland the morning of the 3rd & it will be a hot trip & a hectic one across the continent - so I see no particular reason for you or Missy to try to join that vile train. We leave Green Bay the 8th & I don’t know yet whether I will go to H.P. or to Washington - it depends on events & I will let you know.

I have no idea where Missy will be when you get this, which should be either Aug. 3 or 4 - so will you call her up or send this to her?

I long to hear all about the Conquest of Europe in Ten Days, & it will be grand to see you both again -

Affectionately.

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

You are a precious pair! Your first cable said "Returning on Leviathan the tenth" - I got it the morning of July 10th & assumed of course that you meant arriving N.Y. on Aug. 10 - which is the day I get back!

Well, anyway, it's grand to know you are safely back & in the bohooomah of your family!

It's been a grand cruise - & I'm full of health - nothing in the way of news - especially as we have been 12 days at sea. We are due in Portland the morning of the 3rd & it will be a hot trip & a hectic one across the continent - so I see no particular reason for you or Missy to try to join that vile train. We leave Green Bay the 8th & I don't know yet whether I will go to H.P. or to Washington - it depends on events & I will let you know.

I have no idea where Missy will be when you get this, which should be either Aug. 3 or 4 - so will you call her up or send this to her?

I long to hear all about the Conquest of Europe in Ten Days, & it will be grand to see you both again -

Affectionately,

F.D.R.
Monday -

U.S. HOUSTON
July 23rd
600 miles E. of Hawaii

Dear Grace -

You are a precious pair! Your first cable said "Returning on Leviathan the tenth" - I got it the morning of July 10th & assumed of course that you meant arriving N.Y. on Aug. 10 - which is the day I get back!

Well, anyway, it's grand to know you are safely back & in the bosom of your family!

It's been a grand cruise - & I'm full of health - nothing in the way of news - especially as we have been 12 days at sea. We are due in Portland the morning of the 3rd & it will be a hot trip & a hectic one across the continent - so I see no particular reason for you or Missy to try to join that vile train. We leave Green Bay the 8th & I don't know yet whether I will go to H.P. or to Washington - it depends on events & I will let you know.

I have no idea where Missy will be when you get this, which should be either Aug. 3 or 4 - so will you call her up or send this to her?

I long to hear all about the Conquest of Europe in Ten Days, & it will be grand to see you both again -

Affectionately,

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

I am thinking of you as somewhere in the neighborhood of San Francisco - for we have no news since got to LA. last Monday - I hope you didn't fall for Hollywood too hard & stay beyond the proposed 3 days! All goes well on board & we have had marvellous fishing & good weather except for two rough days - H. & H. are getting along really beautifully & both surely needed a rest - I am getting in fine shape - figure better. The 2 big sailfish helped that! for one of them took me 2 hours & 20 minutes to land - I've had lots of sleep & sun & when you see me back you will think I look like a fighting cock! I do hope you've had or are getting a real rest & some sleep.

I should get to Charleston about 3 p.m. the 23rd - Will you or Missy come down & meet me - talk it over with her - & bring my important mail - But don't come if Jimmy does, for then I would have no time - Love to Paula & your Mother - & be sure to take very good care of yourself.

Affec.

F.D.R.
UNITED STATES SHIP HOUSTON

(Longhand)

Sunday Oct. 13 (1935)
Bahia Honda Bay
Panama

Dear Grace -

I am thinking of you as somewhere in the neighborhood of San Francisco — for we have no news since got to LA. last Monday — I hope you didn't fall for Hollywood too hard & stay beyond the proposed 3 days! All goes well on board & we have had marvellous fishing & good weather except for two rough days — H. & H. are getting along really beautifully & both surely needed a rest — I am getting in fine shape — figure better. The 2 big sailfish helped that! for one of them took me 2 hours & 20 minutes to land — I've had lots of sleep & sun & when you see me back you will think I look like a fighting cock! I do hope you've had or are getting a real rest & some sleep.

I should get to Charleston about 3 p.m. the 23rd — Will you or Missy come down & meet me — talk it over with her — & bring my important mail — But don't come if Jimmy does; for then I would have no time — Love to Paula & your Mother — & be sure to take very good care of yourself

Affec.

F.D.R.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Mar. 31

(Longhand)

Dear Grace -

I do hope Paula's appendix is safely out & that you are able to get a little holiday - Give her my love & tell her not to hurry out of the hospital - it is the best place to rest next to the Nourmahal!

We have been having a grand trip - lots of fishing & sun & backgammon - Jimmy looks well & we shall proceed slowly north from here & land either Sunday or Monday -

No special news & no mail for you to answer! Congress as usual is a headache!

Affectionately

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

I do hope Paula's appendix is safely out & that you are able to get a little holiday - Give her my love & tell her not to hurry out of the hospital - it is the best place to rest next to the Nurmahal.

We have been having a grand trip - lots of fishing & sun & backgammon - Jimmy looks well & we shall proceed slowly north from here & land either Sunday or Monday -

No special news & no mail for you to answer! Congress as usual is a headache!

Affectionately

F.D.R.
Sunday

Dear Grace -

Here is a vast envelop for you to look at! Most of it is to file or to write or for Mc to answer! This leaves me a much smaller one to do on the train with you. I've decided on Wed. to land - isn't that grand - & we'll have Thursday in Warm Springs & get back Friday about noon. I take it the train will be fairly quiet - only Keith & Jim Moffett as extras.

It has been blowing too hard to fish these last two days, but on Friday we got two bonefish. I do wish you could have had some of the fishing. Poker last night - J. R. & F.D.R. cleaned out the Army & Navy!

I'm so glad you had that little visit to Kim & Jim's. Why didn't you stay longer? Keep getting full of sleep & sunlight - See you Wed 1 p.m. -

Affec.

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

Here is a vast envelop for you to look at! Most of it is to file or to write or for Me to answer! This leaves me a much smaller one to do on the train with you. I've decided on Wed. to land - isn't that grand? & we'll have Thursday in Warm Springs & get back Friday about noon. I take it the train will be fairly quiet - only Keith & Jim Moffett as extras.

It has been blowing too hard to fish these last two days, but on Friday we got two bonefish. I do wish you could have had some of the fishing. Poker last night - J. R. & F.D.R. cleaned out the Army & Navy!

I'm so glad you had that little visit to Kim & Jim's. Why didn't you stay longer? Keep getting full of sleep & sunlight - See you Wed 1 p.m. -

Affec.

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

It has been a very successful trip & good fishing & good weather. Though the Potomac does I must confess roll & pitch a bit when we are not in the lee of Islands -

I do hope you are really getting a rest & getting to bed early! I won't know where you are till the planes come in tomorrow -

Plans for return still a bit uncertain but it looks like coming ashore Monday the 6th spending Tues. at Warm Springs & getting to Washington on Wed. the 8th. My Uncle probably leaves us at Nassau in 3 days & Jimmy will probably go straight to N.Y. when we land. - See you soon -

Affectionately

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

It has been a very successful trip & good fishing & good weather. Though the Potomac does I must confess roll & pitch a bit when we are not in the lee of Islands -

I do hope you are really getting a rest & getting to bed early! I won’t know where you are till the planes come in tomorrow -

Plans for return still a bit uncertain but it looks like coming ashore Monday the 6th spending Tues. at Warm Springs & getting to Washington on Wed. the 8th. My Uncle probably leaves us at Nassau in 3 days & Jimmy will probably go straight to N.Y. when we land. - See you soon -

Affectionately

F.D.R.
U.S.S. INDIANAPOLIS

Thanksgiving Day

Dear Grace -

All well so far & a grand cruise - I wish you could have seen the "crossing the line" ceremonies! Marvellous costumes & much fun at the expense of us "Pollywogs" - but we are now all "Shellbacks" & have beautiful colored certificates to prove it.

From an almost complete lack of radios I take it the nation is still at peace, though it may be that you all are being very considerate of Father & are carrying on the war without his help!

So far the weather has been perfect, & fairly cool as the breeze has been ahead. Tomorrow we face a hectic day in Rio from 7:45 a.m. to 10:45 p.m.

Take care of yourself - Give my love to the family

Affectionately yours

F.D.R.

Will you save this envelope for me?
U.S.S. INDIANAPOLIS

(Longhand)

Dec. 2

Dear Grace -

Wasn't it too tragic about Gus? We are all terribly upset.

Otherwise, all the official things have gone well - but we are all tired & will have a long rest after Montevideo tomorrow -

We expect pouch tomorrow - So glad the operation went all right.

My best to you all

Affec

F.D.R.
At sea
Equator
Tues. Dec. 8th

Dear Grace -

This time Crossing the Line has no terrors! It is muggy & hot - All well, though of course all are much saddened by the tragic death of poor Gus - I'm brown as a berry - We are making up a pool on what King Edward will do! We hope he won't abdicate.

Back Tuesday night - you should get this Monday morning. Just think of doing this whole trip, Washington to Washington in exactly 4 weeks to the day. It will be good to be back.

Will you send for these books I have marked?

Affectionately

F.D.R.
Dear Grace

I do wish I could have seen you before I left - What a long time it's been! But you must be sure to feel wholly strong again - & I'll call you up when I get back the 14th - We have been having a really restful time ' quite good fishing - We are at Point Isabel next to the Mexican border - no fish here so tomorrow we go back to Armasas Pass (?) where we got the tarpon.

No mail since New Orleans but we expect a plane on Thursday -

If you could be here the sun would cure that sciatic nerve -

Affec.

F.D.R.
Dear Grace

I do wish I could have seen you before I left - What a long time it's been! But you must be sure to feel wholly strong again - & I'll call you up when I get back the 14th - We have been having a really restful time - quite good fishing - We are at Point Isabel next to the Mexican border - no fish here so tomorrow we go back to Armasas Pass where we got the tarpon.

No mail since New Orleans but we expect a plane on Thursday -

If you could be here the sun would cure that sciatic nerve -

Affec.

F.D.R.
U.S.S. POTOMAC

(Longhand)

Sunday –

Dear Grace –

So glad to get your note – but I’m not at all keen about Spring Lake! You know it isn’t the high air you need! You give no address, so I hope this will be forwarded to you by the W.H.

I miss you much & I’m getting full of health & doing nothing – So far it’s a grand cruise – good winds & no fog till today. The boys are having a good time & we have one continuous kidding match in which the Old Man manages to hold his own. Plans are the same & I hope you’ll be at H.P. the week of the 3rd. Take very good care of yourself.

Affec.

F.D.R.
U.S.S. POTOMAC

Sunday —

Dear Grace —

So glad to get your note — but I'm not at all keen about Spring Lake! You know it isn't the high air you need! You give no address, so I hope this will be forwarded to you by the W.H.

I miss you much & I'm getting full of health & doing nothing — So far it's a grand cruise — good winds & no fog till today. The boys are having a good time & we have one continuous kidding match in which the Old Man manages to hold his own. Plans are the same & I hope you'll be at H.P. the week of the 3rd. Take very good care of yourself.

Affec.

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

We get to Cocos Island in the morning & a destroyer from Panama will take this back on Tuesday - though I doubt if you will get it till you make Washington the 10th - only two days ahead of me! We have had no shore communication (except radio) since we pulled out of the wharf at San Diego two weeks ago yesterday.

We have spent a whole week in the Galápagos Islands & frankly I cannot enthuse about them as much as V.A. does - for they are bare & uninviting and also cold & windy. But the natural history & geology are interesting & Dr. Schmitt of the Smithsonian has been enthusiastic in his collecting. He has 20 or 30 of the crew who go ashore with him & collect shrimp & crabs & iguanas & birds. They caught two baby goats at James Island as ship's mascots & they are being brought up on a bottle.

Pa has become the most inveterate (& successful) fisherman of all of us. Doc & Fred & Steve are like children with a new toy & Dan Callaghan is getting over his first nervousness & is going to be a real success. The days pass quietly & I am full of health. I do hope you are having a grand trip & that incidentally you are feeling fine.

Our schedule is unchanged & I'll see you on the 12th.

Affectionately

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

We get to Cocos Island in the morning & a destroyer from Panama will take this back on Tuesday - though I doubt if you will get it till you make Washington the 10th - only two days ahead of me! We have had no shore communication (except radio) since we pulled out of the wharf at San Diego two weeks ago yesterday.

We have spent a whole week in the Galapagos Islands & frankly I cannot enthuse about them as much as V.A. does - for they are bare & uninviting and also cold & windy. But the natural history & geology are interesting & Dr. Schmitt of the Smithsonian has been enthusiastic in his collecting. He has 20 or 30 of the crew who goashore with him & collect shrimp & crabs & iguanas & birds. They caught two baby goats at James Island as ship's mascots & they are being brought up on a bottle.

Pa has become the most inveterate (& successful) fishermen of all of us. Doc & Fred & Steve are like children with a new toy & Dan Callaghan is getting over his first nervousness & is going to be a real success. The days pass quietly & I am full of health. I do hope you are having a grand trip & that incidentally you are feeling fine.

Our schedule is unchanged & I'll see you on the 12th.

Affectionately

F.D.R.
Dear Grace,

I'm sending mail in to San Juan P.R. early in the a.m.
All well, except my face is badly sunburnt & old sinus is not yet right - But it's a good trip & I'm getting lots of sleep.
Did I need it!
The fleet problem is great fun - & will get better - probably a big "battle" about Sunday - We haven't joined up yet but are "betwixt & between".
I hope you're getting a real rest - the flu really calls for it.

Love to all the family.

Affect.

F.D.R.
Off Santo Domingo
Tues. Eve

(Longhand)

Dear Grace -

I'm sending mail in to San Juan P.R. early in the a.m.

All well, except my face is badly sunburnt & old sinus is not yet right - But it's a good trip & I'm getting lots of sleep.

Did I need it?

The fleet problem is great fun - & will get better - probably a big "battle" about Sunday - We haven't joined up yet but are "betwixt & between".

I hope you're getting a real rest - the flu really calls for it.

Love to all the family.

Affect.

F.D.R.
U.S.S. TUSCALOOSA
Feb. 17
Sat.

(Longhand)

Dear Grace -

All well & at last "The Press" has been told we reach the Canal Zone tomorrow & inspect the Atlantic Defenses - Tomorrow night they'll be told we are to spend a few days in the Pacific looking over some of the outlying defenses of the Canal on that side (perhaps a few fish too!)

It's lovely & warm today! I'm getting a real sleep & some sun - and I hope you're getting some rest & sleep too! though it sounds as if it's still cold & snowy "up North" - We got away one day ahead of a big storm at Pensacola. Pa & Dan & Ross are in great form - I'll try to get you a hat & a perfume in Panama!

Much love

affec

F.D.R.
April 10, 1943.

Dear Grace:

I have not had a chance before this to thank you for those very interesting items which you and the others gave me for my birthday. I am thrilled to have the Log of the "Philadelphia" and I have always wanted the French edition of Robinson Crusoe. They are a real addition to my collection and I am grateful for your thought of me.

My best to you.

As ever,

F.D.R. (I)

Miss Grace G. Tully,
The White House,
Washington, D. C.
April 10, 1943.

Dear Grace:

I have not had a chance before this to thank you for those very interesting items which you and the others gave me for my birthday. I am thrilled to have the Log of the "Philadelphia" and I have always wanted the French edition of Robinson Crusoe. They are a real addition to my collection and I am grateful for your thought of me.

My best to you.

As ever,

F.D.R. (J)

Miss Grace G. Tully,
The White House,
Washington, D.C.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 10, 1943.

Dear Grace:

I have not had a chance before this to thank you for those very interesting items which you and the others gave me for my birthday. I am thrilled to have the Log of the "Philadelphia" and I have always wanted the French edition of Robinson Crusoe. They are a real addition to my collection and I am grateful for your thought of me.

My best to you.

As ever,

F.D.R. (I)

Miss Grace G. Tully,
The White House,
Washington, D. C.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

September 21, 1943

Dear Grace:

Grand to get your letter. I don't think I will come down until Friday night, but I will see you on Saturday before you leave to acquire that other diamond and ruby spray.

Delighted your mother so much better. I am better, too, though not slept out yet.

Much love,

F.D.R.
September 21, 1943

Dear Grace:

Grand to get your letter. I don't think I will come down until Friday night, but I will see you on Saturday before you leave to acquire that other diamond and ruby spray.

Delighted your mother so much better. I am better, too, though not slept out yet.

Much love,

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

All well so far, but it is cold! I have lovely accommodations -

Here are various things (1) The edited draft of Sam's Malta - It can be engrossed but I ought to get it by Dec. 1st. I should think the size could be about 24 inches by 16 inches or a little less. 
(2) Tell Lowell Mellet I think enclosed is fine. 
(3) I have signed H.D.S.'s memo to Land 
(4) Tell Ludwig in Dec. & will let him know 
(5) Troop Bases to Budget & it is OK 
(6) 4 letter to post! -

Be a good child & do please get a good rest - you & Dorothy should arrange 3 days off & 3 days on - Get lots of sleep & keep up the diet! It's done wonders! I too hope to take off 5 lbs. I'm in the lap of luxury. I wish so much you could be on this trip with me. I will write by pouch leaving about the 20th & you sh'd get it by the 26th. Lots of love. Affectionately F.
Dear Grace -

All well so far, but it is cold! I have lovely accomodations -

Here are various things (1) The edited draft of Sam's Malta - It can be engrossed but I ought to get it by Dec. 1st. I should think the size could be about 24 inches by 16 inches or a little less.
(2) Tell Lowell Mallet I think enclosed is fine.
(3) I have signed H.D.S.'s memo to Land
(4) Tell Ludwig in Dec. & will let him know
(5) Troop Bases to Budget & it is OK
(6) 4 letter to post!

Be a good child & do please got a good rest - you & Dorothy should arrange 3 days off & 3 days on - Get lots of sleep & keep up the diet! It's done wonders! I too hope to take off 5 lbs. I'm in the lap of luxury. I wish so much you could be on this trip with me. I will write by pouch leaving about the 20th & you sh'd get it by the 26th. Lots of love. Affectionately

F.
Thurs. Nov. 18 or 28

Grace dear

All goes well - weather not bad at all & I am happy in old clothes & lots of sleep - 3 detective stories & 1 novel so far - and it is warm enough to sit out with a sweater. There is (luckily) no news - & no papers. I have had 2 staff conferences. Harry is I think really gaining & I only hope he continues to behave - getting lots of sleep.

I have only one enclosure - 5 books of the Peter Pauper list. Rigdon is sending back 3 signal papers. I suppose you or Latta will get them.

Give my best to all in the shop and I expect to find you in blooming health & minus 5 lbs.

I wish you were here except that you would become +5 lbs. Lots of love. Affec.

F.
Grace dear

All goes well - weather not bad at all & I am happy in old clothes & lots of sleep - 3 detective stories & 1 novel so far - and it is warm enough to sit out with a sweater. There is (luckily) no news - & no papers. I have had 2 staff conferences. Harry is I think really gaining & I only hope he continues to behave - getting lots of sleep.

I have only one enclosure - 5 books of the Peter Pauper list. Rigdon is sending back 3 signal papers. I suppose you or Latte will get them.

Give my best to all in the shop and I expect to find you in blooming health & minus 5 lbs.

I wish you were here except that you would become 4-5 lbs. Lots of love. Affec.

F.
Dear Grace -

It was good to get your note this morning & to know that all goes well & that the work has slowed down! I'm in Cairo - busy all times - W.S.C. here & his daughter Sarah, also Generalissimo & Mae. If you'll learn Chinese & Russian I'll bring you the next time as interpreter! We had a day in Tunis - Elliott & F Jr. with me - the latter goes home on his own wounded destroyer & Elliott & John B. go with me on our next leg tomorrow.

Last night a lovely little family Thanksgiving party & the big turkey was delicious.

The conference goes fairly well - my role is that of peacemaker. I've seen the Pyramids & made close friends with the Sphinx. Congress should know her.

Much love - Affec.

F.D.R.
Dear Grace -

Arrived OK at end of sea voyage. Lots of sleep & still need more. Really grand trip. Heard only 1 submarine. This place greatly cleaned up. Winston is here. We have had a staff conference & tonight we are off in 20 planes. All well - take care of yourself - lots of love.

F.D.R.

Will you post these - but stamp them first!
THIE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dec. 9th

Dear Grace -

Homeward bound at last! Grand to get your note in Cairo 3 days ago. Since then I've been in Malta & Sicily. On the whole it has been a successful trip, especially Teheran. Tell no one but I may get to W. the 16th or 17th. I'm on a very long & tiring plane trip & as you know I hate the damn things. Said goodbye to John R. & Elliott. They are going back to Italy.

See you very soon!

Affec.  
F.D.R.
Feb. 18th
Algiers

Grace dear –

We are off soon after a hectic visit in Egypt –
2 Kings & 1 Emperor in 2 days – & I said good bys to the P.M.
on the 3rd! All goes well but again I need sleep. There’s
an awful lot to tell you about. Ibn Saud & Haile Selassie etc!
I’m fairly well up on my work but there’ll be lot more by
Mar. 1st.

Affec. F.D.R.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

For Grace
From the Sheik of the San Blas Indians with a Merry Christmas via

F.D.R.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

For Grace

From the Sheik of the San Blas Indians with a
Merry Christmas

via

F.D.R.
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

To Keep the Children
WARM
on the
HIGH C'S
from
their thoughtful
PAPA
who thinks the lovely
pattern and the booful
colors will remind them of
HOME
(especially the Attic)
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

To Keep the Children
WARM
on the
HIGH C'S
from
their thoughtful
PAPA
who thinks the lovely
pattern and the booful
colors will remind them of
HOME
(especially the Attic)
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

To Keep the Children
WARM
on the
HIGH C's
from
their thoughtful
PAPA
who thinks the lovely
pattern and the bonny
colors will remind them of
HOME
(especially the Attic)